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I. Introduction

II. Method

• Source-filter interactions: degree of oral constriction (filter) can affect ease of initiating and
sustaining voicing source, and its amplitude (Bickley & Stevens, 1987; Fant, 1997; Halle &
Stevens, 1967; Solé, 2015; Stevens, 2000)
• Mittal et al (2014): examined differences in strength of glottal excitation across six voiced
consonants
• Degree of oral constriction argued to correlate with phonological sonority
• But previous studies of physical manifestation/quantification of sonority either:
• Make no connection to inherent source-filter dependencies (Parker 2002), or
• Divorce glottal state (source) from aperture (filter) (e.g. Miller 2012)
• Research Questions:
1. Does strength/degree of voicing differ across different segment types?
2. How do source-filter interactions distinguish between voiced consonants and vowels of
varying degrees of constriction?
Ø Replication of Mittal et al. (2014) with more degrees of constriction and vowels
3. How do these differences correlate with standard notions of sonority?
4. Does voicing also change during a segmental constriction? If so, how?

III. Results: Mean CQ (left) and SoE (right)

• 13 participants (6 M; 7 F): trained phoneticians, fluent/highly proficient English speakers (8
AmE speakers) – one F excluded from section IV due to lack of voicing in stops
• 5 out of 6 segments from Mittal et al. (2014), plus 16 others (total = 21):
14 Consonants: 3 reps. [aCa]
7 Vowels: 3 reps. [wV]
• Approximants: [j, w, l, ɹ]
• Front unrounded: [i, e, a]
• Trill & Tap: [r, ɾ]
• Front rounded: [y, ø]
• Nasal: [n]
• Back rounded: [o ,u]
• Fricatives: [ð, ɣ, ʁ, z]
• Collapsed together in Figs. 1-2	
  
• Affricates & Stop: [dʒ, gɣ, d] –
• Affricates analyzed separately as stop and fricative
• Simultaneous EGG and audio signal recorded (B&K microphone)
• Analysis intervals: Intervals with at least three glottal pulses during target constriction
• Tokens excluded if lacked three glottal pulses (n = 112 out of 897)
• Measures (VoiceSauce: Shue et al., 2011; EggWorks: Tehrani, 2015):
1. Contact Quotient (CQ): Prop. of vibratory cycle where vocal fold contact is higher than
specified threshold – here, CQH (Hybrid method):
• Contacting moment: begins at the negative peak in the dEGG signal
• Decontacting moment: ends when the EGG signal crosses a 37% threshold.
• This version of CQ best reflects differences in phonation in modal-to-breathy range
(Kuang, 2011; Kuang & Keating, 2012)
2. Strength of Excitation (SoE; Mittal et al., 2014): strength of impulse-like excitation derived
from the instant of significant excitation of the vocal tract (Murty & Yegnanarayana, 2008;
Yegnanarayana & Murty, 2009). Related to RMS energy, but more sensitive.
• Signal filtered with zero frequency resonators (ZFR)
• Slope of negative-going ZFR signal = relative amplitude of impulse-like excitation
• Depends on both source and filter; no equivalent EGG measure

IV. Results: Timecourse of voicing (SoE)
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Figure 1. TOP: Scaled CQH across all consonants, collapsing vowels into
one category. L → R = decreasing constriction degree.
BOTTOM: Conditional Inference tree partition of the data by CQH.
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Figure 2. TOP: Scaled SoE across all consonants, collapsing vowels into
one category. L → R = decreasing constriction degree.
BOTTOM: Conditional Inference tree partition of the data by SoE.

1. CQH (LEFT; FIG. 1)
• Voiced fricatives in general have the
lowest CQH (lower than voiced stops)
• Most-breathy voicing
• Independently expected: vocal folds
in fricatives are somewhat spread to
maintain continued airflow needed
for fricative noise (e.g. Keyser &
Stevens, 2006)

Figure 4. Scaled SoE across time by speaker
and token for trills

Figure 6. Scaled SoE across time by speaker
and token for nasals

• Same differences seen within segments with changing conditions for voicing:
• In trills (LEFT; FIG. 4): open and close phases involve different degrees of glottal contact
• SoE oscillations across an entire trill reflect this
• Open phases more sonorant like – despite repeated tongue tip contact
• In stops (MIDDLE; FIG. 5): full closure gradually impedes voicing
• SoE can drop throughout duration of voicing – as voicing becomes more difficult due to
increase in supraglottal pressure
• Voicing becomes weaker and breathier before dying out

• Voiced stops have lower CQH than
nasals, liquids, glides and vowels
• Vowels as a whole have highest CQH
• Least breathy voicing/most glottal
contact
2. SoE (RIGHT; FIG. 2)

Figure 5. Scaled SoE across time by speaker
and token for stops

• In contrast, in nasals (RIGHT; FIG. 6) strength of voicing is relatively stable throughout

Figure 3. Two dimensional space of Scaled SoE by Scaled CQH by segment.
Size of symbol indicates standard deviation.

Ø Together, CQH and SoE form a 2-D space (FIG. 3)
• Voiced fricatives > Voiced stops
• Accurately capture the ends of the scale
• Stronger voicing energy, despite
• Vowels: Most sonorous (Highest CQH & SoE)
breathier voicing
• Voiced stops: Least sonorous (Low CQH & SoE)
• Vowels have highest SoE
Ø CQH and SoE make distinctions within different
• Strongest voicing
segmental categories
• Voiced stops have lowest SoE
• CQH makes distinctions amongst obstruents
• Weakest voicing
• SoE makes distinctions amongst sonorants
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V. Summary
1. Does voicing differ across different segment types? – Yes!
2. How do source-filter interaction distinguish between voiced consonants and vowels?
• In general, in accord with previous work and predictions (e.g. Bickley & Stevens, 1987):
the tighter the constriction, the breathier the voicing (CQH).
• Also: the tighter the constriction, the weaker the voicing (SoE)
3. How do these differences correlate with standard notions of sonority?
• At the broadest level: Vowels > approximants > obstruents
• However, a number of reversals within each class (e.g. liquids have lower SoE than nasals)
4. Does voicing change during a segmental constriction? – Yes! How?
• Trill: Strength of voicing oscillates with changing oral constriction
• Stops: Voicing becomes weaker before extinguishing

Information about Strength of Excitation (SoE)
Epoch: the instant of significant, impulse-like excitation of the vocal-tract system during speech production (Murty
& Yegnanarayana 2008); also defined as moment of glottal closure.
• Takes place during closing phase of the glottal cycle, due to abrupt closure of vocal folds
• Groundtruth for epochs (or actual epochs) is taken to be dEGG closing peak, or positive-to-negative zerocrossings of the ZFR signal (signal filtered with zero-frequency resonators – see (b) below)
Strength of Excitation (SoE) (Mittal et al. 2014): the relative amplitude of impulse-like excitation at an epoch
(Murty & Yegnanarayana, 2008; Yegnanarayana & Murty 2009). See (c) below.
• Measured as the slope of the ZFR signal around the epoch
• Related to closing peak in dEGG, except SoE reflects changes in both source and vocal-tract system
characteristics (as shown by differences across segment types)
• Mittal et al. show values for a low vowel of .5 - .83, and for consonants as low as .06
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